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NON-FICTION

REBEKKA ENDLER
DAS PATRIARCHAT DER DINGE
Warum die Welt Frauen nicht passt/

THE PATRIARCHY OF THINGS
On A World Unsuitable For Women
ca. 336 pages, Spring 2021
English sample available

How androcentric design shapes our environment
A powerful feminist voice

Man is the measure of all things. Literally.
Our environment was designed by men for men. In Das Patriarchat der Dinge, Rebekka Endler opens our eyes to the androcentric designs that are all around us and
demonstrates the potentially life-threatening consequences they can have for women. All of conventional medicine, for example (apart from gynaecology) is calibrated
around the male body – from diagnostic processes to medical devices to the dosages
of medications. Crash test dummies in cars are also based on the male physique,
and so, by extension, is the whole car, including the airbags and seatbelts. The public space is designed for men too: architecture, infrastructure, transport, even the
number of public toilets. But whether or not a street is lit at night can have a huge
impact on how safe women feel outside their own four walls.
Who survives a heart attack? Or a car crash? Who feels cold at work? Who finds
technical devices easiest to operate? Who is the internet for?
The patriarchy is the author and designer of our environment. Once we become
aware of that, we suddenly see these questions in a very different light.

Rebekka Endler works as a freelance author, journalist and podcaster.
Das Patriarchat der Dinge is her first book.
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NON-FICTION

BERNHARD KEGEL
DIE NATUR DER ZUKUNFT
Tier- und Pflanzenwelt in Zeiten des
Klimawandels/
THE NATURE OF OUR FUTURE
Flora and Fauna in the Age of Climate
Change
Popular Science, ca. 384 pages
Spring 2021 - English sample available

The first book about the effects of climate
change on flora and fauna
New scientific insights from the field of climate change biology

How animals and plants are reacting to climate change – and what we need to
learn from it

For decades, rising temperatures have been an irrefutable fact. Climate change is
not on its way: it’s already here. But how will it affect global flora and fauna?
In this book, Bernhard Kegel looks at how our environment will change in the coming
years. What migrations of flora and fauna will we see – and what will this mean for
human life? What will happen when natural cycles collapse: when fish hatch because
the water is warmer, for example, but there is no food available because phytoplankton do not start multiplying until the days get longer? Two dry years have been
enough to cause serious damage to German forests. What if there are more on the
way? In order to mitigate the consequences of climate change, which are already lifethreatening for large swaths of the world’s population, and to prepare ourselves for
the new realities ahead, we need to know how animals and plants are reacting to
climatic changes. Because nature will endure – but it will be a different kind of nature.
In Die Natur der Zukunft, Bernhard Kegel explores what it will look like.

Bernhard Kegel was born in Berlin in 1953 and studied chemistry and biology at the
Freie Universität Berlin. He went on to work as a researcher, ecology expert and lecturer. Since 1993 he has published many novels and works of non-fiction. Bernhard
Kegel’s books have been awarded a number of journalism prizes. The author lives in
Berlin.
Rights to previous titles sold to: ddworld Publishing (Korean); SAY (Turkish);
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NON-FICTION

BERNHARD KEGEL
AUSGESTORBENE TIERE/
EXTINCT ANIMALS
Ca. 50 4/c illustration, 160pp., 26 x 16 cm
Autumn 2021

On the Trail of Lost Species
Preliminary cover

50 magnificent historical illustrations from the
holdings of the Berlin State Library
A collection of almost forgotten species - from
the central hare-wallaby to the pink-headed
duck

On the trail of the Javan Tiger, Koala Lemur and Emperor Woodpecker
Benjamin, Martha and Lonesome George share the same fate: they were so-called
"endlings", the last of their kind. Benjamin the Tasmanian wolf died in a zoo on Tasmania in 1936. With Martha, the line of passenger pigeons came to an end. And the
lonely George, symbolic figure of the Galapagos Islands, sealed the history of the
Pinta giant tortoises. Since the death of these last representatives, their species has
been lost forever and irretrievably.
Using historical illustrations by outstanding painters such as John James Audubon
and John Gould, this book recalls the beauty of fifty extinct species and relates remarkable facts about their biology and natural history, as well as anecdotes and curiosities, especially about their relationship with humans. In this way, it impressively
shows us the losses that the animal world has already suffered due to our destructive
treatment of nature, saves nowadays unknown species such as the giant auk or the
quagga from oblivion, and at the same time is an incentive to prevent further species
extinction.
 With name and species index as well as addresses of important natural
history museums.
Bernhard Kegel, born in Berlin in 1953, studied chemistry and biology at the Free University
of Berlin, followed by research work, work as an ecological expert and lecturer. Since 1993
he has published numerous novels and non-fiction books. Bernhard Kegel's books have
been awarded several journalism prizes. Most recently, 'Ausgestorben, um zu bleiben' (2018)
and 'Die Natur der Zukunft' (2021) were published by DuMont. The author lives in Berlin.
Rights to previous titles sold to: ddworld Publishing (Korean); SAY (Turkish);
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ILLUSTRATED

FILIP HAAG
DIE KUNST DES AUGENBLICKS /
THE ART OF MOMENT. Encounters In
The Museum
ca. 60 4/c illustrations, ca. 112 pages, 16,9 x 14 cm
Autumn 2021

A different kind of museum visit - an unusual
tour of the world's most important museums
Encounters of a special kind: wordless dialogue
with Rembrandt, Titian and Co

The Perfect Match - when art and viewer are unexpectedly well matched
In the right place at the right time
Unnoticed, Filip Haag makes grand rounds through the museum, on the lookout for
unique moments in which artwork and viewer - without intending it - form a perfect
symbiosis. At the decisive moment, he presses the shutter release and captures
special, surprising and, above all, funny situations that most of us would have
missed:
A drawing student in the Metropolitan Museum in front of the portrait of a painter who
seems to be portraying him; visitors passing by in exact step with Giacometti's "Striding Man" in the Fondation Beyeler; a young woman flirting with her smartphone next
to a classicist marble statue in an identical selfie pose in the Louvre ...
While the viewers take in the works, the works simultaneously take in the viewers and so, quite by chance, a new, independent motif emerges in which the two worlds,
art (history) and the present, merge.
“I like to notice and capture movements of people that make artworks visible in a new
and different way. I have a quick eye for that - and the hidden camera always at the
ready." FILIP HAAG

Filip Haag, born in Bern in 1961, studied art and literary history in Zurich and Berlin and has
been a painter, draughtsman and photographer since 1986. With a New York scholarship, he
initiated the present project in 2016, initially photographing at the Metropolitan Museum of Art
and since then also in many important European museums. His works have been exhibited
in Switzerland and New York and have won several awards.
www.filiphaag.ch
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ILLUSTRATED

ANDREA SCHOMBURG/IRMELA
SCHAUTZ
DER GEHEIME URSPRUNG DER
REDENSARTEN/
THE SECRET ORIGIN OF IDIOMS, THE
ORIGIN DICTIONARY TO GUESS ALONG
ca. 35 4/c illustrations, ca. 176 pages, 19 x 14 cm
Autumn 2021

Why the devil is painted on the wall
Guessing fun for yourself one alone
or two opposing teams
With amusing anecdotes and witty illustrations

Don't be fooled!
We know them inside out, and no one who hears them will feel like they've been put
on the spot or even get out of hand. Sayings are the salt in the soup and hit the nail
on the head. But how did they originate and what stories are hidden behind these
mostly charming, sometimes somewhat mischievous, but always concise and pictorial phrases?
Where, for example, does the famous faux pas come from that you'd better steer
clear of? Does it come from the world of theater and was filled with lamp oil and
placed at the edge of the stage for illumination? Does it go back to a Swedish
Christmas custom? Was it used for shoe care? Or was it used during dance lessons
and - when stepping into it - was an expression of insufficient surefootedness and
lack of tact?
This time, too, you have to guess the only true one from four possible derivations - so
don't go astray and be happy as a snow king if you are right!

Andrea Schomburg is a cabaret artist and author. She teaches poetry and theater techniques at the University of Lüneburg and has published numerous children's books in addition to volumes of poetry for adults. Most recently, 'Der geheime Ursprung der Wörter' (2020)
was published by DuMont.
Irmela Schautz is a freelance illustrator. Her books have made it onto the Spiegel bestseller
list, the shortlist of the World Illustrators Award and among the most beautiful books in Germany. She also penned the illustrations for 'The Secret Origin of Words' (DuMont 2020).
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ILLUSTRATED

SOFIA BLIND
(in cooperation with the Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin)

DIE ALTEN OBSTSORTEN /
HEIRLOOM FRUIT VARIETIES.
From Ananas Reinette to White Doyenne
Pear. Stories, recipes and tips
for cultivating
ca. 60 4/c illustrations
ca. 160 pages, 23 x 16 cm
Autumn 2020

Fruit Varieties With a Past
A pear called ‘Madame Verté’ or a plum called ‘Graf Althanns’, an apple whose name translates as ‘English Hospital Reinette’ or the ‘Forelle (trout) pear’ – the monikers of these heirloom fruits are as unusual and unique as their appearance and taste, just as poetic as the
many stories that entwine themselves around them: from the pear that travelled twice by ship
to America. From the cherry, for which Frederick the Great paid half a month's wages. From
the apple that inspired Newton's theory of gravity.
This book presents fifty heirloom varieties of fruit, accompanied by historical illustrations and
entertaining explanations:
Apples and pears, cherries and plums, apricots and peaches - including classics such as
'Gravensteiner' or 'Morello Cherry', rarities such as 'White Winter Calvill' and unusual varieties such as mulberry, quince or medlar. Tips on cultivation and variety selection as well as
recipes for regional specialities complete the portraits of the varieties. A short introduction
portrays the capricious history of heirloom fruit varieties, the rediscovery of their unique aromas and the immense ecological relevance they have today.

Author, translator and gardener Sofia Blind, born 1964, lives in the Lahn valley. In her onehectare garden she cultivates over thirty fruit-bearing trees – some rare old varieties such as
the ‘Champagne Reinette’, the ‘Beauty of Bath’ or the ‘Great Greengage’ as well as curiosities such as mulberries, persimmons and Chinese dates. Her book ‘Words that don’t exist in
High German’ was published by DuMont in 2019, and she translates the works of
John Lewis-Stempel and Nigel Slater.
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NON-FICTION Highlights Backlist
GREGOR EISENHAUER
Wie wir alt werden, ohne zu altern. / HOW WE CAN GROW OLD
WITHOUT AGING. 7 Ideas against the Graual Petrification of Thinking
Non Fiction, ca. 180 pp., Autumn 2016

“Eisenhauer stays true to himself. He always offers surprises. He has closely observed famous literary figures and their creators, listened carefully and crossexamined them ingeniously.“ Peter Jungwirth, Wiener Zeitung
"But how to maintain mental fitness? Cleverly, Gregor Eisenhauer has taken ideas
for this from literature and philosophy. It's an exciting idea to ask the heroes of world literature about
this subject.” Buchprofile
How you can turn your life upside down without yoga
The fear of growing old bothers us more than the aging process itself. Our horizons close in with the
years not because the world around us is growing smaller, but because our gaze increasingly sinks
down to the ground, until we reach the point of seeing only the tips of our toes. Gregor Eisenhauer
does not focus on the unavoidable decline of our bodies nor on illnesses, but on the gradual petrification of our thought process, which causes us to grow older much faster than it is actually happening.
Rights sold to: CHAEK-SESANG (Korean); Yilkad Yayinlari (Turkish);

GREGOR EISENHAUER
DIE 10 WICHTIGSTEN FRAGEN DES LEBENS IN ALLER KÜRZE
BEANTWORTET / LIFE’S TEN MOST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS
ANSWERED IN A NUTSHELL
Non-Fiction, ca. 180 pages, Autumn 2014 English sample available

“A timeless book [...] Clearly written and straightforward by a laconic flaneur and
humanitarian […] A little book about the essence of life, frequently touching, at
turns melancholy, astonishingly cheerful.” Werner Bartens, Süddeutsche Zeitung
"Eisenhauer prefers to ask questions rather than answer; that is wise, probably also compelling. One
understands nothing without question - not even answers! And the book favors the telling of stories
over dark and weighty philosophizing.” Thomas Kapielski, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
Rights sold to: CHAEK-SESANG (Korean); Yilkad Yayinlari (Turkish);

GREGOR EISENHAUER
WIE WIR DIE ANGST VOR DER ANGST VERLIEREN. / HOW TO LOSE
THE FEAR OF FEAR. Fearless in 7 Days
Non-Fiction, ca. 288 pages, Autumn 2019

"In the recent past [hardly anyone] has written a more courageous book on the subject of fear." Peter Jungwirth, Wiener Zeitung
„Even the strongest man will sometimes look underneath his bed.“
Erich Kästner
With sparkling wit and intelligence, Gregor Eisenhauer tells the story of how he looks his fear in the
eye, and how, as a result, it fades away more and more. He takes the reader by the hand and guides
him through that week, the week when he discovers fearlessness and even conquers his biggest fear.
And his three companions are with him all the way: his therapist, the great anxious figure of world
literature Franz Kafka, and the courage to heal.
Gregor Eisenhauer, born in 1960, studied German literature and philosophy and wrote his PhD dissertation on
Arno Schmidt. He lives as a freelance writer in Berlin.

Rights sold to: Yilkad Yayinlari (Turkish);
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NON-FICTION Highlights Backlist
ERNST H. GOMBRICH
EINE KURZE WELTGESCHICHTE FÜR JUNGE LESER /
A SHORT HISTORY OF THE WORLD
With new illustrations by Kat Menschik
History/ Children, 350 pages

A Classic and international bestseller translated into
more than 30 languages.

“The truly fairy tale of the evolution of mankind.” Die
Zeit

In 1935, with a doctorate and no job, the 25 year-old Gombrich was invited by Walter
Neurath (later founder of Thames & Hudson) to attempt a history of the world for
younger readers. Written in an intense six weeks, Eine Kurze Weltgeschichte für
junge Leser was first published in Vienna the same year. An immediate success, it
has since been translated into seventeen languages, tailored for the different
markets. The original German edition was reissued in 1985 with an Epilogue bringing
the story to the present, and Gombrich further revised it shortly before his death,
aged 92, in 2001.
In forty chapters, Gombrich tells the story of man from the stone age to the atomic
bomb. There emerges a colourful picture of wars and conquests, grand works of art,
the spread and limitations of science, tribes evolving towards society.
This is not a text dominated by dates and facts, but by the sweep of mankind's
experience across the centuries, a guide to man's achievements and an acute
witness to his frailties. What has made the Little History an international success?
The key is its tone - completely clear, straightforward, relaxed, unpompous, humane Gombrich makes immediate contact with the curious of all ages. It is the product of a
pan-European sensibility, and is wholly free of nationalistic preoccupations. The
broad sweep of mankind's history seems freshly intelligible when told in this
profoundly generous spirit.
Ernst Gombrich was the author of the international classic The Story of Art. Winner of the Erasmus
Prize, the Hegel Prize, the Wittgenstein Prize, and the Goethe Prize, he was admitted to Britain's
highest honour, the Order of Merit, in 1988.
Rights sold: Albanian (Dudaj); Bulgarian (Ciela), Chinese Simplified Characters (Guanxi Normal
University Press), Chinese Complex Characters (Business Weekly), Croatian (SysPrint),Czech
(ARGO); Danish (Lindhardt og Ringhof), Dutch (Prometheus), English language World (Yale UP),
French (Ed. Hazan), Greek (Patakis), Hebrew (Books in the Attic), Hungarian (Kossuth); Indonesian
(Marjin Kiri), Italian (Salani), Japanese (Chuo Koron Bijyutsu), Kazakh (National Bureau of
Translation); Korean (BIR Publishing); Latvian (Janis Roze), Macedonian (Prosvetno Delo); Norwegian
(CappelenDamm); Polish (Rebis); Portuguese (Portugal: Tinta-da china; Brazil: Martins Editora
Livraria), Romanian (Editura Art), Russian (Alpina); Serbian (Geopoetica), Slovak (Vydavatelstvo
Slovart), Swedish (Daidalos), Catalan (E. Empuries), Spanish (Castilian: Grup Editorial 62, Catalan:
Grup Editorial 62), Thai (Silkworm Books); Turkish (Kitabevi), Ukrainian (Calvaria); Vietnamese (Nha
Nam);
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MEMOIR Highlights Backlist

PETRA HARTLIEB
MEINE WUNDERVOLLE BUCHANDLUNG/
MY WONDERFUL BOOKSTORE
ca. 200 pages
Non-fiction, Memoir
English sample translation available
‘A captivating book‘ - Katja Nele Bode, BRIGITTE WOMAN
‘Whoever reads this book, will look to the future – not only of
the book – more positively.’
Arno Widmann, Berliner Zeitung
‘This is fun to read and inspirational.‘ Doris Knecht, Kurier
‘There are many reasons for the fact that this long, cheerful biographical story is fun
[…] That which works as the private account of the fulfilment of a life’s dream, is ultimately the story of: the book. Or rather: The story of the written word and its fight for
survival in times of Amazon and the Internet […] told with spirit and humour.’ Catrin
Kahlweit, Süddeutsche Zeitung
‘Petra Hartlieb knows almost all sides of the book industry. Above all, she knows how
to write […] a very positive book that shows that you should believe in your dreams.’
Sebastian Fasthuber, Salzburger Nachrichten
Nobody has written funnier or more poetically about the love of books
A woman, a family and dream come true
Petra Hartlieb tells her own story in this book. It is the story of a coincidence and the decision
to leave one’s old life behind in order to fulfil one’s dream, namely become the owner of a
literary bookstore. A bookstore that turned into the living room for her family and the meeting
place for the whole neighbourhood. With regular customers that become friends and friends
that become regular customers.
Petra Hartlieb tells this story in a snappy and humorous frame of mind, making every line a
pleasure to read and every chapter a declaration of love to the world of books.
Petra Hartlieb lives together with her family in and above a book store. Her own. Originally a
crackpot idea while on vacation. She and her husband turned their attention to a recently
closed Vienna bookstore with a long tradition. From one day to the next she
quit her job and started a new life in a new city without knowing what she
was getting herself into. Petra Hartlieb is still a hippie at heart; officially
however she has been a businesswoman for over ten years.
Rights sold to: Tanmia (Arab); Ciela (Bulgarian), Beijing Creative Art Times
International (Simplified Chinese Characters); Cactus Books (Dutch),
Edizioni Lindau (Italian); SOLBITKIL (Korean), Periferica (Spanish World),
Timaş (Turkish);
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NON-FICTION Highlights Backlist
BERNHARD KEGEL
DIE HERRSCHER DER WELT. Wie Bakterien unser Leben bestimmen/
THE RULERS OF THE WORLD. How Bacteria Rule Our Lives
Non-Fiction, Natural Science, ca. 352 pp.

“Kegel is a master at transforming complicated facts into fascinating stories.”
Die Welt
“Biology is going through a very turbulent phase and Bernhard Kegel’s book is a
guide through these exciting times, recommendable without hesitation.”
Thomas Weber, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
You cannot live alone...
Do you like bacteria? Probably not. Although without microbes there would be no life on our planet.
Yet it is only in the last few years that scientists are realising how staggeringly high their numbers and
their significance, how close and manifold the connection really is between plants and animals and the
microbial midgets. Using advanced methods scientists are in the process of raising the curtain on a
performance that is not so much about sickness, but more about health, cooperation and the division
of labour.
Rights sold to: ddworld Publishing (Korean)

BERNHARD KEGEL
DIE GESUNDMACHER. Was Bakterien für unseren Körper tun und wie wir sie
dabei unterstützen können / THE SIGNIFICANCE OF BACTERIA FOR OUR
HEALTH. What Bacteria are doing for our body, and how we can support
them
Non-Fiction, Natural Science, ca. 128 pp. Spring 2017, revised extract from “Die Herrscher
der Welt”

With helpful bacteria to a healthy body
The human body is one of the most densely populated places on earth. Only
recently scientists discovered that helping digestion is one of the easiest duties for bacteria to fulfil. But
in our growingly hygienic world variety and quantity of bacteria, our invisible helpers, are dwindling.
The result: overweight, depression, allergies and other autoimmune diseases. Bernhard Kegels
describes knowledgeably and visibly how living together of human being and microbe is working,
which other bacterial hot spots there are in our body and how we can use the new knowledge for our
health.
BERNHARD KEGEL
EPIGENETIK. WIE ERFAHRUNGEN VERERBT WERDEN /
EPIGENETICS. HOW EXPERIENCES ARE PASSED DOWN
Non-Fiction, Natural Science, 350 pp.

“With a pleasant tone and gifted narrative talent, the author allows us to literally
experience the colourful goings-on of DNA, RNA and cellular mini- and
macromolecules. The general lack of illustrations is only logical. Bernard Kegel
richly serves the mind’s eye with metaphors.” Deutschlandradio Kultur
“In his book, Bernhard Kegel passionately presents the principles of epigenetics, for he is convinced
that they will revolutionise the biological sciences (...) The easily comprehensible and fluidly written
book presents a good introduction to the subject of epigenetics.” Deutschlandfunk
Inheritance is human …
It has been heatedly and emotionally debated in universities and on bar stools: does the environment
and experiences affect a person, or solely his genes. The still young science of epigenetics now
shows that both are true.
Rights sold to: ddworld Publishing (Korean); SAY (Turkish);
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NON-FICTION Highlights Backlist
BERNHARD KEGEL
AUSGESTORBEN, UM ZU BLEIBEN. Dinosaurier und ihre
Nachfahren/ EXTINCT IN ORDER TO REMAIN.
Dinosaurs and their Descendants
Non-Fiction, ca.270 pp., Spring 2018 - English sample available
“Bernhard Kegel’s writing is so knowledgeable and suspenseful that you just
have to recommend […] his book.” Hans ten Doornkaat, Neue Zürcher Zeitung
“In his stunning book about dinosaurs, Bernhard Kegel tells the story of their
transformation from bloodthirsty monsters to kangaroo-like giants to small
feathered beings that actually populated our planet quite peacefully.” Frank
Vorpahl, ZDF Aspekte
“Bernhard Kegel not only presents his readers with cutting edge dinosaur research, he also leads
them through an exciting chapter of the history of science.”
Martin Ebel, Tages-Anzeiger
Rights sold to: SAY (Turkish);

BERNHARD KEGEL
DIE AMEISE ALS TRAMP/ THE ANT AS A TRAMP
Non-Fiction, Biology, 512 pp., Autumn 2012
On the trail of animal migrants
The colonisation of new habitats has always been a matter of survival for
plants and animals. Obstacles used to exist that obstructed the urge to travel.
Mountains, oceans, continents and deserts formed insurmountable barriers.
The situation changed with the arrival of modern man. An infrastructure
network now connects that which was separated for millions of years. Nature
hitches a ride with goods being transported from one continent to another.
Bernhard Kegel’s fascinating book describes the surprising consequences this has for both our
environment and us.

BERNHARD KEGEL
TIERE IN DER STADT. Eine Naturgeschichte/
ANIMALS IN THE CITY. A Natural History
Nonfiction, Biology, about 450 pages, Spring 2013
The wilderness on our doorstep
“Kegel is a master at transforming complicated subject matters (and the
ecology is always complicated) into thrilling stories.” Die Welt
“The good news coming from this wonderful read – you are not alone! Insofar,
this book about a short summer can change our lives, especially the way we
look at ourselves and the world around us.” ZEIT
“Here we encounter them without fear and greed. The chemist, biologist and jazz guitarist Bernard
Kegel has written a clever book about animals in our cities […] a book for all urbanites who feel like
opening their eyes.” Süddeutsche Zeitung
Bernhard Kegel, born in Berlin in 1953, studied chemistry and biology at Freie Universität Berlin, subsequent
research activities, worked as an ecological specialist and lecturer. Guitarrist in diverse Berlin Jazz bands since
the mid-nineteen seventies. Since 1993 Bernhard Kegel has published several novels and non-fiction books. He
has been awarded several prices for his writing.
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NON-FICTION backlist

MICHÈLE LOETZNER
LIEBESKUMMER BEWÄLTIGEN IN 99 TAGEN /
GETTING OVER YOUR HEARTBREAK IN 99 DAYS
Ca. 272 pages, Spring 2020 English sample available!
"A survival guide for the heart" - Sabine Körtgen, JOLIE
“A text as snappy and witty as it is clever. A direct and
clear language makes Michèle Loetzner's guidebook
worth reading." Joachim Scholl, Deutschland Radio Kultur
"A clever guide to letting go." Martina Koch, GLAMOUR
" Michèle Loetzner provides important insights into
heartache day after day. Kitsch-free and scientifically
founded.” Inna Hemme, Berliner Zeitung
"A good mixture of non-fiction, guidebook and self-therapy. Michele Loetzner [...]
writes at eye level, with wit and respect about a pain that is still dismissed by too
many as a teenage disease.” Mona Ameziane, 1 LIVE STORIES
99 Days, 99 Double Pages - And in the End: A Healing Heart
What does romantic heartbreak have in common with drug withdrawal? Why do men behave
differently from women after a separation? And what does all this have to do with feminism?
A daily companion, a partner in an ongoing conversation (often with yourself) who will help
you to bring some order to your own thoughts and emotions. With daily prompts to develop
new ways of thinking, questions and lists to check off, fill in and check out.
Your heart is broken, your ego is in tatters. Romantic heartbreak hurts, terribly, at any age.
And regardless of whether the relationship lasted two months or eight years, heartbreak
recovery always follows the same pattern.
The first three months after a separation are the most important, because that’s when you
find your way back to yourself. The simplest method of developing a sense of your own self
during this difficult time is to ask yourself a lot of questions. That will re-structure your head
and your heart. Why was this love relationship not working? What was good about it, was
wasn’t so good about it? Why can’t I stop thinking about him? And in what way does a lot of
what occupies women’s minds after a failed relationship have nothing directly to do with them
but everything to do with societal expectations?
This book is thought-provoking. It has enough space for your own notes and answers to the
question of why our psyche doesn’t work as it should when it comes to matters of love and
romantic heartbreak. 99 days. Levelling with the reader. Written with humour and many
references to current research. You can only let go when you understand.
Michèle Loetzner was born in 1982 in Heidelberg. She studied literature, English and linguistics at the LMU
University of Munich and at the University of Helsinki. She works as a freelance journalist, chief copy writer and
conceptional leader for various German newspapers and magazines such as Süddeutsche Zeitung, SZ
Magazine, Plan W, Die Welt, Die Zeit, Cosmopolitan, Maxi und Julie. She also works for the developmental
editing teams and corporate clusters of Gruner + Jahr, Burda and Condé Nast.
Rights sold to: Business Weekly (Complex Chinese Characters); BBNC (Dutch); Simple Life (Korean); Zenith
(Spanish World);
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NON-FICTION Highlights Backlist
MARTIN BURCKHARDT
WIE DIE PHILOSOPHIE UNSERE WELT ERFAND/
HOW PHILOSOPHY INVENTED OR WORLD
Non-Fiction, about 170 pages
New in paperback Autumn 2014
“A cheerful elementary course of the history of thought.”
Johannes Satzwedel – Kultur Spiegel
Good ideas are not forgotten!
We take it completely for granted when we pass by a school bus or a
courthouse, encounter a policeman or look at a clock. But how did these things enter our
world? At one time they were nothing but ideas! Martin Burckhardt tells us the stories behind
all these thoughts that have become reality. We therefore discover that the policeman is
called that because there was once a Polis among the Greek. That meat skewers were the
forerunners of our coins and that the alphabet contributed much to democracy.
Understandably and amusingly, the author shows how philosophy invented our world.
Martin Burckhardt, cultural theorist and media author, was born in 1957 and studied German
philology, dramatics and history in Cologne. He has lived as a freelance writer and audio artist in
Berlin since 1985. Aside from his artistic work, he teaches at the Hochschule der Künste, the
Humboldt Universität Berlin, and at the Freie Universität Berlin. His books include “Vom Geist der
Maschine. Eine Geschichte kultureller Umbrüche”, “Brandlhuber. Eine Fiktion” and “Die Scham der
Philosophen”.
Rights sold to: Rights sold to: Tinta Negra (Brazil); Hainan (Simplified Chinese Characters); Yuan-Liou (Complex
Chinese Caracters); Alma (Korean); Siruela (Spanish); Yakamoz (Turkish);

ULRICH WOELK
WARUM FÄLLT DER MOND NICHT VOM HIMMEL? Die
Gesetze des Universums einfach erklärt/
WHY ISN’T THE MOON FALLING OFF THE SKY? Laws of the
Universe Easily Explained
About 140 pages, New in Paperback Spring 2015
“A Book on the sky offers an as comprehensible as funny history of our
universe.” Neue Zürcher Zeitung
The Discovery of the Sky
What is the difference between stars and planets? Where in the sky lives God? Why don’t we
fall off the globe? Stella asks the same questions as all children. But she is lucky: her father
is an astronomer and knows the answers. Ulrich Woelk’s elegantly and clearly written book is
also a reflexion on fatherhood. With pride and joy he follows the naïve and direct thoughts of
his daughter, understands the logic behind her questions and explanations and he discovers
the cosmos anew through the eyes of his child – from the amazement of the shining moon to
the understanding of the complexity of our universe.
Ulrich Woelk was born 1960 in Beuel near Bonn, studied physics in Tübingen and received his PHD
from TU Berlin. Until 1994 he worked at the Insitute for Astronomy as theoretical astro-physicist.
Today he lives with his family in Berlin. His debut novel “Freigang” received the Aspekte-LiteraturPreis. He published several novels, e.g. “Liebespaare” (201), “Die letzte Vorstellung” (2002) or “Die
Einsamkeit des Astronomen” (2005).
Rights sold to: Phoenix (Mainland China); Bomnamu (Korea); Parenting Source Press (Taiwan);
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NON-FICTION Highlights Backlist
TILL ROENNEBERG
WIE WIR TICKEN. DIE BEDEUTUNG DER CHRONOBIOLOGIE FÜR UNSER LEBEN/
INTERNAL TIME. CHRONOTYPES, SOCIAL
JETLAG, AND WHY YOU’RE SO TIRED
Non-Fiction, Biology, 240 pages – English text
available

BMA Board of Science Award for the Public
Understanding of Science 2013
Shortlisted for PREMIO GALILEIO 2016

“A brilliant book” – William Leith, The Telegraph

“Internal Time combines storytelling with accessible science tutorials to explain how our
internal clocks work. It was praised by its reviewer as 'an excellently constructed and
accessible read which reveals fascinating detail about our body clocks and internal time,
using short anecdotes to explain scientific research and theory'.” BMA Board of Science
Award for the Public Understanding of Science 2013
“Till Roenneberg’s book is an engaging and informative layman’s introduction to
circadian science and its implications for contemporary humans… By integrating quality
scientific exposition with well-rounded human vignettes, Roenneberg’s book shows how
sophisticated human behaviors arise partly from our embodied earthly nature.”— Greg
Murray, Times Higher Education
“Time really is of the essence, says medical psychologist Till Roenneberg. By neglecting
our body clocks—which rarely run in synchrony with the crazily cranked-up pace of
modern life—we can develop ‘social jetlag,’ endangering our health and careers.
Roenneberg has built his book on decades of research in everything from fungi and
single-celled organisms to humans. In brilliantly minimalist terms, he explains the
temporal mismatches behind teen exhaustion, early birds and night owls, and sleep
phobia.”—Nature
“Internal Time made me think deeply about what it means to be a time-bound organism:
about the ways we live in time and the ways time lives in us. It is, in an unusually literal
sense, a book about what makes us tick.”—Kathryn Schulz, New York Magazine

Till Roenneberg is Professor of Chronobiology at the Institute for Medical Psychology at
Ludwig Maximilian University Munich. Roenneberg is one of the first scientists to dedicate
himself to chronobiology.
Rights sold to: Babel & Voss (Dutch); Harvard University Press (English World); Edizioni Dedalo
(Italian); Chungrim Publishing (Korean); Chongqing Daily News (Simplified Chinese Characters);
Intershift (Japanese)
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SUBAGENTS
Mainland China
Jackie Huang,
Andrew Nurnberg Associates International Ltd.
Beijing Representative Office, Beijing
E-Mail: jhuang@nurnberg.com.cn
France
Dr. Michael Wenzel
Editio Dialog Literary Agency, Lille
E-Mail: dr.wenzel@editio-dialog.com
Hungary
Norbert Uszeka, Lex Copyright Office, Budapest
E-Mail: lexcopy@lexcopyright.hu
Italy
Alessandra Stucchi, Berla & Griffini Rights Agency, Milano
E-Mail: stucchi@bgagency.it
Japan
Meike Marx, Literary Agency, Hokkaido
E-Mail: meike.marx@gol.com
Korea
Geenie Han, MOMO Agency, Seoul
E-Mail: geeniehan@mmagency.co.kr
The Netherlands
Linda Kohn, Internationaal Literatuur Bureau, Amsterdam
E-Mail: lkohn@planet.nl
Poland
Dr. Aleksandra Markiewicz
Literarische Agentur, Warsaw
E-Mail: aleksandra_markiewicz@space.pl
Romania
Simona Kessler, Simona Kessler International Copyright Agency, Bucharest
E-Mail: simona@kessler-agency.ro
Scandinavia
Anna Richter & Ronit Zafran, schøne agentur, Leipzig
E-mail: anna.richter@schoene-agentur.com
ronit.zafran@schoene-agentur.com
Spain, Portugal & Latin America
Laure Merle d’Aubigné, A.C.E.R., Madrid
E-Mail: lma@acerliteraria.com
Taiwan
Mrs. Whitney Hsu, Andrew Nurnberg Associates International Ltd.
Taiwan Representative Office, Taipei
E-Mail: whsu@nurnberg.com.tw
Turkey
Kalem Agency, Istanbul
Kardelen Genç (Fiction); E-Mail: rights7@kalemagency.com
Şafak Tahmaz (Non-Fiction); E-Mail: rights3@kalemagency.com
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